“Let it Shine in 2013”
THE ANNUAL LIGHTING OF THE PILGRIM MONUMENT
Wednesday, November 27, 2013

Sincere Appreciation to all of the sponsors whose generous support helps continue this tradition commemorating the Pilgrim's first landing in America at Provincetown on November 11, 1620

LUMINARIES

Boatslip Resort
Thanks for a Wonderful Season!
Jay & Christy Cashman
Annemette Cliggott-Perlt
Joseph F. Collins
In Honor of Laurel Guadazno's years of dedicated service to PMPM
Provincetown Lions Club
THANKSGIVING EVE & DAY

Bill Dougal & Rick Murray

Margie & Lance Nielsen
   From Margie & Lance Nielsen - With our most sincere appreciation for all those that have, and all those that are now braving the ocean for us.

Michael Regier & Gordon Kendall
   Happy Holidays from Us to All in our favorite place on Earth!

Amy Whorf McGuiggan
   In Memory of John Whorf
CHRISTMAS EVE & DAY

Robert Coldren
   *Honoring Jack Barnett - The ShireMax Inn*

Saverio Fato

David W. Finn, M.D. & Brian D. Finn

Jack Hornor & Ron Skinn
   *Merry Christmas to one and all!*

David L. Mayo
   *Remembering Margaret Mayo*

Mary L. Moore
   *In Memory of Munro Moore*

Whaler's Wharf, LLC
   *Honoring Karen O'Connor & Bruce MacGregor*
NEW YEAR’S EVE & DAY

Ambrose Homes, Inc.

*Honoring Emma Ambrose*

Don Batsky & Peter Calabrese

Douglas P Fiebelkorn

Jeff Mello

Peggy & Steve Reilly

Sage Inn & Lounge

Seamen’s Bank

Francis J. "Grassy" Santos

*Honoring Irene Santos, Patricia Nicholson, Betty & Bob Byrne*
ONE WEEKEND

Scott A Allegretti, D.D.S
Benson Young & Downs Insurance Agency, Inc.
Cape Cod Oil
Cape Codder Guest House - Deborah Dionne
  In Honor of Curtis Dionne, Barbara Mayo, Mark Dionne, Charlie Mayo, John Woods, Chello Ayala, Bill Spang
Ed & Anne Fitzgerald
  In memory of Ruth Hiebert from the Fitzgerald Family
Stephen C. Goveia
  Honoring the Goveia-Rego Family
Paul Hastings & John Murphy
Hersheldon's Leather
Nan Howes
  In Memory of Captain Skip Weber
Eugene F. Kelly, Truro
Robert T. Montbach
  In Memory of Charlotte M. Montbach
Helga & Joerg G. Meixner
ONE WEEKEND

Napi's Restaurant
  Honoring Richard "Dicky" Oldenquist of the "Patricia Marie"
Robert B. Our Company
Elaine Quigley
  From The Surfside Hotel & Suites
Nancy & Al Silva
  From The Top Mast Resort!
Alain D. Vulliet
  The Vulliet's
Vorelli's Restaurant
Hazel Warner & Klaus Betten
  Peace for All
Joe, Karen, and Sam Walsh
  In Memory of Elizabeth Adler
Charles Westcott & Mary Fry
  Honoring the West End Fishing Boats- "Wallace & Ray", Capt.
  O'Donnell; "Cormorant", Capt. Rodgers; "James M. Burke", Capt.
  Teddy Newcomb
ONE EVENING

Vinnie Amadio
   Honoring Provincetown's Fishing Community
Anonymous
Glen Dombrow & Stephen Delgizzo
   Happy Holidays from Stephen, Glen & Dali
Mark Farber
Shirley French
   In Memory of my beloved brother Richard W. Stark, from his sister Shirley
Mary D. Glasspool
   For Everyone!
Mark Gutierrez & George Hergott
Bunny & Gregory Howe
   In Honor of Frank & Mary Roza
Jackie Kroschwitz
Brian & Janice Larkin
ONE EVENING

Fred & Joy Long
   In Honor of George Valentine
Bruce & Jeanne Nettleton
   Louise, Mim, Yvonne, Hilary, Edward H., Edward L. Crosby & Bella
Dana Noble
   In Memory of Jack Lawton
Lillian Oxtoby
Dan Paton & Laura Boccardi
   In Memory of Dick Johnson; Friend & Brother at I.A.T.S.E. Local 74
Michael Peregon
Laurie Poklop & Jill Wittmer
Bertram "Buddy" & Marla S. Perkel
John & Margo Richter
   In Honor of Jack Verde
Mr. & Mrs. Clifford J. Santos, Sr.
Audrey Stoddard & Jesselyn Tobin
Chuck & Penny Silva
   In Honor of Charles A. "Big Chuck" Silva, F/V Idlehour III & Captain and fleet owner, Joseph Manta
Watermark Inn
Mark Wisneski & Ron Kollen
Two Hours

Georgene Albrecht
  Honoring the Reindel Family
Liz & Dave Anderson
  A Peaceful Community
Mildred C. Bent
  In Memory of Florence Bent - November 30th
Marianne Barrett
Arthur R. Blake
Barbara Prato & Gerry Brennan
Deborah E. Bowles
Nan Brown
  In Memory of Ruth Hiebert
Mickey Carter & Carol Torre
  In Loving Memory of Lori Fuller
Georgia M. Coxe
  Honoring Flyer Santos
William Ciffairy
  In Memory of Mary Ciffairy, Rose Scocca, Jorge Esquilin & Zack
Charles Confer
Ed & Jacqueline Weide Coppola
Nancy P. Dubrovsky
  In Memory of Kenneth Dubrovsky
Jerelyn Fields
  In memory of my friends present and past from Angel’s Landing
Robert Fuchs & David Holland
Susan Goranson & Jennifer Brown
  For Evan & Elvera Goranson- "Your lights still shine, Love from your Family"
Two Hours

Judge & Mrs. William C. Hillman
Dianne Hunt Mason
   In Memory of my dear friend Rachel Romanowski
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Douglas Hunter
   Honoring Captain Norbert Macara
John R. Huston
   For Donald P. Huston I & II-"Miss you both-John" & Celebrating our beloved Red Sox-2013 World Series Champs!
Maureen Hurst
   "The Hurst Girls and Eliza"-Home for the Holidays!
Anthony Joseph
   In Memory of Alice Joseph
The Jacobs & Belez Family
   In Loving Memory of Gertrude Francis Jacobs
Jennifer & Fred Jacobs
   In Loving Memory of Gertrude Francis Jacobs
Pamela & Jay LaFrance
   Mary she flies with the wind
Brian & Janice Larkin
   In memory of J. Edward La Velle
Constance Moquist
   To the Moquist Family
Denise Franco Peck
   In Honor of Patrick Lepore
Lorraine F. Pregenzer
Louise Pulaski & Kathy Singleton
   In Loving Memory of Marilyn Bean from her cousins
TWO HOURS

Jacqueline Perry & Michael O'Connor
   *In Memory of Edward O'Connor and Oban - two of the greats!*
Susan Quigley
Hersh Schwartz
Anne Stowe & Becky Franks
Casey C. Skahan
   *In Memory of Elizabeth C. Skahan, from Casey C. Skahan*
Georgia Bills & Wes Slate
   *From Wes Slate & Georgia Bills*
Elaine K. Tarlton
   *For April 1st*
Paula Tremblay & Declan M. Cook
Stephen Woodward
Joanne Yasika
   *In Loving Memory of Domingo M. Joseph*

OTHER GIFTS

Jane Biering
AAA Southern New England
A. Christian Fredrick
   *In Honor of Arthur H. Lamoureux, Jr.*
Jan Kelly
W. Scott Kerry & Moira Noonan-Kerry
Robert Littlefield
David J. McChesney & Thomas G. Roberts
Richard G. Rand
Joan Tufenkjian